Driving directions to the British Veterinary Centre, Khalifa City A Branch

Location
The BVC Khalifa City branch is conveniently located just off of Airport Road, the E33 Highway, close to
the Abu Dhabi Sheikh Zayed Cricket Stadium and Al Forsan International Sports Resort.

Driving Directions from Abu Dhabi
Drive East (towards the Airport from Abu Dhabi) on Airport Road. About 2.5km after the cricket stadium
make a U‐Turn on 16th St. Bridge (Go back towards Abu Dhabi).
Once on Airport Road, drive about 1.4km and take the first turn off on your right. After continuing
straight through the first "round‐about", take the second turn off to your right and we are at the last
villa towards the main highway.
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Driving Directions from Al Ain
From Al Ain follow the signs to Abu Dhabi airport. Once you have turned off the Al Ain highway onto the
airport highway you are nearly there location wise ‐ the clinic is near the cricket stadium. Unfortunately
there is no direct flyover to get to the cricket stadium or us from the airport bound lane. So what you
have to do is go up to the first available flyover (Khalifa City A) cross over the highway and merge back
onto it coming back the way you have come until you reach the turnoff to the cricket stadium and us.
It’s the first turnoff you reach. The clinic is right in front of you ‐ first villa you can see and reach after
the mini‐roundabout ‐ with a BVC sign on front and side.
The flyover for Khalifa A is a clover leaf so there are a couple of ways to double back. If you are quick
then you will notice that there is a lane off to the right just after you cross the highway otherwise go
down to the circle and double back around that. Re‐join the highway coming back into Abu Dhabi and
take the next off ramp.

Driving Directions from Dubai
From Dubai driving towards Abu Dhabi on the E11 highway, after the Tulip Inn Hotel and Al Rahba
Hospital, take the Tarif, Al Ruwais & Al Sila turn‐off. You will then go over a bridge and still continue on
the E11 highway, south.
Follow the signs to the airport and Abu Dhabi, Keep right at the fork and merge onto Airport road
flyover. Continue straight towards Abu Dhabi. You will then pass under 1 bridge going to Khalifa City A,
take the next turnoff for the Cricket Stadium and Al Forsan Sports Resort. After continuing straight
through the first "round‐about", take the second turn off to your right and we are at the last villa
towards the main highway.

An alternative route is to stay on the Dubai – Abu Dhabi Highway until you reach the Abu Dhabi Airport.
Take the airport off ramp and go under the highway towards the airport. When you reach the airport
take the signs to Abu Dhabi City. You are now on the airport to Abu Dhabi highway. The first exit you
reach is to Khalifa City A. Take the exit AFTER the Khalifa City A exit. The exist you take is signposted to
The Cricket Club and The Golf Club. We are directly in‐front of you after the mini‐roundabout. The first
villa, with our logo sign of a cat and dog and bird in a roundel.
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